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Picture postcards allowed and encouraged many individuals to send images across national borders, and the
legal availability of a postcard image in one country did not guarantee that the card would be considered
"proper" in the destination country, or in the intermediate countries that the card would have to pass through.
Some countries refused to handle postcards containing sexual references such as of seaside scenes or images
of full or partial nudity including images of classical statuary or paintings. Many French postcards featured
naked women in erotic poses. These were described as postcards but whose primary purpose was not for
sending by post because they would have been banned from delivery. Street dealers, tobacco shops, and a
variety of other vendors bought the photographs for resale to tourists. The sale of erotica was banned, and
many of these postcards were sold "under the counter". Each issue contained 75 nude images which could be
ordered by mail, in the form of postcards, hand-tinted or sepia toned. Early 20th century[ edit ] Portrait by
Bellocq , c. The Ur-Leica was a compact camera based on the idea of reducing the format of negatives and
enlarging them later, after they had been exposed. This small, portable device made nude photography in
secluded parks and other semi-public places easier, and represented a great advance for amateur erotica.
Artists were enamored with their new ability to take impromptu photos without carrying around a clunky
apparatus. Early 20th century artist E. Bellocq , who made his best known images with the older style glass
plate negatives, is best remembered for his down-to-earth pictures of prostitutes in domestic settings in the
Storyville red light district of New Orleans. David Steinberg speculates that the prostitutes may have felt at
ease with Bellocq because he was "so much of a fellow outcast. Julian Mandel possibly a pseudonym became
known in the s and s for his exceptional photographs of the female form. Participating in the German "new age
outdoor movement," Mandel took numerous pictures in natural settings, publishing them through the
Paris-based studios of Alfred Noyer and P-C Paris, [14] Les Studios and the Neue Photographische
Gesellschaft. The models often are found in highly arranged classical poses, photographed both in-studio and
outdoors. The images are composed artfully, with exquisite tones and soft use of lightingâ€”showing a
particular texture created by light rather than shadow. Many photographs from this era were intentionally
damaged. Bellocq, for instance, frequently scratched out the faces of his sitters to obscure their identities.
Some of his other sitters were photographed wearing masks. The image is now considered one of the major
pre-war photographs of the 20th century. Unlike earlier erotic photographs, whose subjects were usually
anonymous, a number of well-known film stars posed for pin-up photographs and they were promoted as sex
symbols. The emphasis was initially on bare legs, short skirts or swim suits and shapely figures; but in the s
such photos started to show naked breasts. Erotic photography soon became closely associated with it and
gained increasing public attention. Founded in , Penthouse magazine went a step further than Playboy and was
the first to clearly display genitals, initially covered with pubic hair. The models looked usually directly into
the camera, as if they would enter into relationship with the mostly male viewers. Cleo and male nude[ edit ]
In the s, in the mood of feminism, gender equality and light humour, magazines such as Cleo included male
nude centrefolds. Unlike the traditional erotic photographs, which use any attractive female subjects, the male
nude photographs are usually of celebrities. Internet[ edit ] The spread of the Internet in the s and increasing
social liberalization brought a renewed upsurge of erotic photography. There are a variety of print and online
publications, which now compete against the major magazines Playboy, Penthouse and cater for the diverse
tastes. Where the subject is presented in a romantic or sexually alluring manner, it may be described as
glamour photography.
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All you need is the right mentors, trainers, friends and guidance. Our Glamour and Nude Workshops are
intensive courses with theoretical and practical training. Your Private Customized Workshop for 1 to 4 Days
There are many reasons why our clients choose a private workshop: We take your privacy seriously. Private
workshops afford a level of discretion required by many of our clients. Your workshop experience is
specifically tailored toward your desires, needs and skill level. Without several participants there is much more
time to shoot, learn and visit the specific areas of your interest. Last but not least the models will only be
focusing on you! Need we say more? An EduShoot is a private 2 day learning workshop. Our EduShoot
workshop was solely created for this one very simple reason: We strived to change that negative image and
established our state of the art and one-of-a-kind workshop, where YOUR education actually IS the number
one priority! The trainings, coaching and mentoring programs are tailored to meet your needs â€” no two are
the same. These lessons are offered for either one or a maximum of two photographers with similar goals who
wish to work together. You will learn the photographic strategies needed to make your work stand out from
the crowd. Think this is for you? Then you can find more details about the 3-day Premium Master Classes
right here. Further we are happy to offer you any individual program topics, amount of participants on your
request and needs. You are a Beginner, Advanced or Professional? Our workshops are designed to
accommodate different levels of experience, from beginners to professionals. If photography is your hobby,
then these workshops are a perfect chance to enjoy your hobby with like-minded people, learn new skills in a
relaxed environment and produce the kind of results that will make you love your hobby even more. We
support and guide you step by step through each of our workshops so you will never feel left out or left
behind. For advanced photographers our workshops are designed to help you take your photography up to the
next level and vary your current style. At the end of it, you will have an increased understanding of subjects
like workflow, working with models, achieving the kind of images you dream of, and what it really takes to
get there. In case you are still unsure about your skills and level of proficiency, please contact us with a short
summary of your previous photography experience and it will be our pleasure to help you choose a suitable
workshop course for you. From beginners to seasoned pros: Nobody leaves our workshops without having
learned something new! They will be equipped with new techniques that enable them to start their next
shooting with replenished energy which enables them to produce even more amazing shots than ever before.
Sites That Link to this Post.
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Nude Photography is an art, it is subtle yet explicit. These are some of the tips for photographers,enthusiasts
and Models to keep in mind before such a shoot. Tips for photographers and Models. Written as narrated 1.
We decided to take a break and I pulled out a few of my photography magazines and books where I knew
there would be examples of some poses that we could aim for. We chose a pose that we wanted to start with
â€” a shot of her standing with her back to the camera â€” the focus being her back â€” lit from the side to
accentuate her curves. Knowing what we wanted to achieve in this shot helped a lot. Try Black and Whiteâ€”
at the start of our shoot we were shooting in color. The results were quite confronting to my model. She is a
beautiful woman but even the best of us have a few blemishes or blotches on our skin that can be quite eye
catching in shots. In doing so I noticed that the shots completely changed in their look and feel. They became
less about the body in the shots, and more about the shapes, the light, the shadows etc. Make sure the heating
is on! Not seeing her face on the other hand added a little mystery into the shots. Being naked in front of
another person and being that other person can be quite confronting â€” although it can also be quite funny if
you let it be. I also had a couple of sheets and blankets handy so that between shots my friend was able to
coverup and keep warm. One was with black material behind the model and a couple of spot lights lighting her
from the side. We did this with the first shot that I mentioned above and it left us with the effect of her
standing in front of a dark background. The other shot was her sitting on a chair that we covered with a white
sheet. This we lit with natural light from a great window in my home. My main advice is to keep it simple
when it comes to your set up. As a result I had her stand, sit and lay in comfortable positions and found myself
moving around her more than having her move around me. We tried a few shots where my subject covered
herself up in a number of ways â€” either by using her hands and arms to cover her torso or where she even at
one point wore an unbuttoned shirt. As it turned out some of these were her husbands favorites. Over all the
experience of photographing a naked person was one that was a great learning experience.
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For most photographers, posing seems to be one of those love it or hate it aspects of what we do. Whether you
are a very traditional-posed-portrait type of photographer or all the way on the other end of the spectrum as a
lifestyle photographerâ€¦you will always have to at least give direction to your clients as to how to situate
themselves so that they will look as natural as possible. You also want to make sure that your posing
suggestions are flattering to your subject. Some photographers are naturally gifted at pulling this off and
others have to study and learn techniques that will aid them in this, but posing and giving direction to our
clients is a huge part of our job as professionals, whether we like it or not. Posing encompasses much more
than just the positioning of your subjects bodyâ€¦it also involves the attitude that you want them to project and
the facial expression that you want to capture. Sometimes you can capture drastically different moods in the
same pose just by a change of facial expression. One of the main things that I strive for in posing my seniors is
to convey movement and fluidity in the image. You want your viewers to engage with the subject of your
imagesâ€¦and the first step to achieving that goal is for YOU to be engaging with your subject. Your camera is
an extension of your eyesâ€¦and if you are engaging with them and making them feel comfortable in front of
the camera that will come across in your images. Some practical things to consider for flattering posing: Avoid
arms falling straight down at their sides. This makes arms appear larger and it also creates that static
appearance. Position arms on hips, up against a wall or fence, overhead, in pocketsâ€¦front or backâ€¦anything
that shows movement. Be sure to pay attention to your subjects posture. If you like a particular pose, try to
change it up a bit by having your subject look a different directionâ€¦off to the side, down, upâ€¦all can give
very different looks to the same pose. When posing girls in a sitting position, make sure to show movement in
their legs. You want to avoid having their legs appear stuck togetherâ€¦especially at a side angle. Have one or
both legs bent at the knees, at differing heights to show more fluidity in the pose. Shooting at a slight
downward angle, particularly for close-ups, helps to slim your subjects face. It helps to reduce or hide any
double chins and is a very flattering angle for most everyone. Be mindful of limbsâ€¦a slight bend at the
elbows and knees in every pose will always make the image look more natural. Alsoâ€¦in standing positions,
direct your subjects to balance their weight more on one side that the other since that is the way that we
naturally stand. Even a very slight turn of the hips creates a much more natural look. For guys you want to
help position them in order to make them look strong and confident in their images. Something to watch for
with guys is the position of their hands when their arms are relaxedâ€¦you want to be mindful of hand
positioning that appears feminine. If your senior guy plays a sport or an instrument, ask them to bring either
along. As long as you are steering away from static posing you can really do well with images that show a
genuine part of who they are. One of the most helpful things you can do to improve your posing ideas is to
create a posing journal for yourself. It will take time to build up a library of posing that appeals to you, but it
can be an invaluable tool to you as you prepare for your sessions. Some of the best images for your posing
journal can be found in trendy catalogs and magazines. Just cut out images that appeal to you and jot down
what it is that you love about the images and refer to it often. Another thing that can be helpful as you start to
build your own portfolio of shots that you love is to take advantage of your phone if you have image library
capabilities on it. Inspiration is plentiful onlineâ€¦but, do be careful that you are being inspired to create and
not inspired to copy. We all have those whose work we admire and when we see an image that resonates in
usâ€¦we naturally desire to create the same thing that we see. Even if a particular pose has been done
beforeâ€¦and it most likely hasâ€¦you can make it yours by not focusing so much on the posing itself, but more
on connecting with your subject in a way that draws your viewers inâ€¦and makes them want to keep looking.
These places are usually not that clean, not even remotely. So how do you handle that, do you carry a broom
and some sanity towels with you? But, I do warn my clients ahead of time that they will get dirty. Particularly
in urban photography settings , which are obviously my favorite, you definitely have grunge to deal with.
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Soâ€¦on average, I shoot around frames at a typical senior sessionâ€¦sometimes more if we are shooting at
more than one location. If you are interested in learning more about my shooting techniques and my post
processing, as well as the ins and outs of running a successful photography business then please visit my blog
for more information. Hope to see you there! MCP products used in this project and related products:
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how we can do the same. Bookseller: A&D Books, New Jersey, United States Seller rating.

Over time public perception of what is acceptable has also broadened. This trend drives the demand and
naturally glamour photography is increasing in popularity. Increasing popularity of this genre of photography
is not surprising, many women like the whole experience â€” dressing up, trying on different ideas and
accessories, creating different moods. And glamour is the perfect match for that. But there are several factors
each of which can mean all the difference for the final result â€” hair and makeup, clothing and accessories,
lights and posing. Of course, each of these are a broad subjects and in this article we will only touch the
surface of the posing part. So here follow sample poses that you can use as the starting point for your glamour
portraits or simply as an idea for a shot. Good starting pose for an intimate glamour. Works well in different
surface settings: Just a different variant for the model lying down. Works very well with all body types. Really
nice and lovely pose. Shoot from a low angle. Ask the model to keep her upper body slightly lifted, but the
head â€” slightly tilted down. Toes should always be pointed. A few things need to be checked: Supporting
hand must be turned away from the body, stomach muscles should be controlled, and feet need to be stretched.
Works only with slim to athletic body types. Not so easy to pose and very demanding for a photographer. In
order to shoot this pose successfully you have to pay attention and scan all body parts â€” hands, head, waist
avoid skin creases! Beautiful pose for an outdoor shooting. Ask your model to lay down, curve her back and
stretch her feet. Beautiful pose for the model lying on the ground. Upper body should be slightly lifted and the
model looking back over her shoulder. Works well with all body types. Try different angles and look for the
best position by moving gradually around the model. Easy and simple pose to emphasize a feminine shape.
Works also well as a silhouette against a bright background. Variant for fine arts nude photography. Variations
are endless with different hand, leg and head positioning. Easy and gentle pose. Eyes looking over her
shoulder. Easy yet gorgeous pose. Works well in different settings, both indoors and outdoors. Also suitable
for a silhouette shot against a bright background. An absolutely gorgeous pose if done properly. Correct limb
positioning is crucial. Works exceptionally well with all body types. Also note that you should make your
shots from a slightly elevated angle. Very challenging pose, leg positioning being the decisive factor for good
results. Carefully guide your model to the intended postures. High heel shoes are a must. Simple and dignified
pose. Eyes looking down to her body creates particularly romantic mood. The raised elbow should be pointing
away from the camera. Very feminine and delicate pose. Sometimes a single piece of clothing might be a
superb addition to a shot. Thus, the model might partly cover her body. Very helpful aid for creating different
poses is utilizing a wall or any other object of a kind. Wall can be used as a place to put hands on, support a
body, back, legs etc. Full height at the wall shot. Again, endless variation and shooting angles are possible.
Following from the previous, for example, change you angle and shoot as well from the back. An exquisite
pose for slim to athletic models. Many variations are possible. Ask the model to curve a body in S shape, twist
her hips and change hand positions. Let her turn her head in different directions. Using a sheer textile as a prop
creates endless possibilities for the model and photographer to create very rewarding and outstanding results.
Especially marvelous looks can be made in windy weather conditions outdoors. Another good idea for a
creative glamour photography is to shoot in vast open fields, for example, some cornfield or wildflowers
meadow or even in a deserted landscape. As previously mentioned some textile or other piece of clothing is
very helpful for the model to come up with some interesting and graceful postures. As a final note I will say
once again â€” each of these initial sample poses is only a starting point. Each pose has endless variations.
First of all, the model can always try different face expressions, smiles, head turns, hand and leg placements,
body turns and twists etc. Only slight variations can make a completely different pose and a better one!
Moreover, always remember to take a shot from different angles up and down, right and left , try changing
your distance to subject, try different crops and compositions of your shots. After all, posing is trial and error
effort. The more variations you will try, the better results you will get. And I would really like to hear your
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experience with these posing samples. Please feel free to leave a comment. More Posing Guides If you find
this article helpful, you may want to check out previous articles from the posing guide series:
6: 10 Practical Tips for Posing Seniors for Portraits
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

7: Tips For Nude Photography. â€“ Modish Editorial
Ben Hawkins / Group Editor Ben is group editor of Practical Photography and an experienced journalist, picture editor
and competition judge. He's a massive rock and metal fan and loves Slayer, Metallica and Tool.

8: Private Nude Photography Workshops with Dan Hostettler
Welcome to our new website! www.enganchecubano.com is the new online home of Practical Photography, the UK's
best photography www.enganchecubano.com you'll find the most exciting camera and Photoshop techniques, the latest
product news, and in-depth gear reviews.

9: Erotic photography - Wikipedia
Get this from a library! Nude photography: the art and the craft. [Pascal Baetens] -- Follow practical advice from nude
photography experts and learn to create picture-perfect results every time with this master class in photographing the
human form.
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